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Designing e-commerce website with Django framework 

Abstract 

This thesis examines the benefits and process of website development using Django. The 

research includes a literature review on website development and software quality standards, 

as well as an experimental study on the effectiveness of Django's features and functionalities. 

The thesis details each stage of the development process, including designing the website's 

architecture and developing the website. Additionally, the research describes the techniques 

and tools used throughout the project and evaluates the software quality of the resulting 

website. The end result is a fully functional website that demonstrates the effectiveness of 

using Django for website development. 

Keywords: Django framework, E-commerce website, Admin panel, Web development, 

Software standards, U M L diagrams, Software quality, Object-Relational Mapping (ORM), 
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Návrh e-commerce webových stránek s použitím 
frameworku Django. 

Abstrakt 

Bakalářská práce je věnována procesu tvorby webových stránek pomocí Django a 

přínosům této metody. Provedený výzkum zahrnoval práci s odbornou literaturou zabývající 

se problematikou vývoje internetových stránek a také problémy standardů kvality software. 

Mimo jiné je v práci zohledněn experimentální výzkum efektivity funkcí frameworku 

Django. V bakalářské práci je detailně rozebrána každá jednotlivá fáze procesu vývoje 

včetně sestavení architektury webové stránky a její samotná tvorba. Navíc, v práci jsou 

popsány techniky a nástroje využité pro účely projektu, a výsledná webová stránka je 

autorem vyhodnocena z hlediska kvality software. Plná funkčnost webové stránky vzniklé v 

rámci projektu tak jasně demonstruje efektivitu využití Django ve vývoji webových stránek. 

Klíčová slova: Django framework, E-commerce webová stránka, administrativní panel, 

vývoj webových stránek, standardy software, U M L diagramy, kvalita software, Mapování 

objektově relačních dat (ORM) 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, e-commerce websites play important role in our lives. Online sales have 

increased, and it is important to have for any size of businesses online website to reach a 

wider audience. The development of e-commerce websites requires advanced technology 

and software frameworks to create a user-friendly, responsive, and secure platform. One of 

the frameworks that reached a good popularity among developers for developing e-

commerce websites is Django. 

Django is an open-source Python-based web framework that simplifies the 

development of complex web applications. It is designed to create scalable and maintainable 

websites and has a wide range of built-in features that make website development faster and 

more efficient. In this thesis, we will consider the process of designing an e-commerce 

website step-by-step using Django and discuss the benefits of using this framework. 

The purpose of this thesis is to understand the process of website development using 

Django and evaluate its effectiveness by using software quality standards. The thesis will 

cover the main stages of website development, including designing the website's 

architecture, and developing the website. 

Overall, this thesis will contribute to the knowledge and understanding of website 

development using Django and provide insights into the benefits and challenges of using this 

framework. 
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2 Objectives and Methodology 

2.1 Objectives 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the Django framework in developing a functional e-
commerce website and assess its compliance with software quality standards. Specific partial 
objectives include: 

• Conducting a comprehensive literature review on web development and relevant 
framework. 

• Utilizing U M L diagrams to design the website's architecture and improve its 
functionality. 

• Applying the core principles of website design to ensure a user-friendly and efficient 
interface. 

• Developing dynamic pages that align with industry standards and customer 
preferences. 

2.2 Methodology 

The methodology for this thesis involves conducting an experiment to evaluate the 

effectiveness of specific features and functionalities of the Django framework. The 

theoretical part of the research involved studying and analysing relevant literature. First, we 

considered web development and defined the types of websites, then we briefly considered 

dynamic and static websites and understood their main aspects. As any website follows some 

principles, from the research and according to the different authors we defined 4 main 

aspects. The research also defined Front-end, Back-end, and database concepts, and analysed 

relevant literature on the Django framework, examining its rationale, architecture, built-in 

functions, and differences between M V C and M T V architectures. In addition, the research 

explored additional website design tools such as U M L diagrams. The practical part consists 

of a step-by-step procedure for designing an e-commerce website using Django. At the 

beginning, we designed 3 main diagrams that helped us to understand better our classes and 

interaction of interested parties. For the front end, we used bootstrap for getting the visible 

part of the website and defined its hierarchy. According to the U M L diagram that has been 

designed, we created the models for our apps, and then for each app we created the business 

logic. As according to theoretical part, for avoiding repeating the code, we created some 

additional H T M L files and then included them to other H T M L files. After filling the 

database, we simulated the behaviour of the customer to understand if the functions work 
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properly. After, all mentioned procedures, we evaluated framework by software quality 

standard. 
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3 Literature Review 

3.1 Web development 

3.1.1 Web site types 

A website is a collection of web pages or web content and multimedia content which is 
typically identified by common Domain Name. A website is usually dedicated to a single 
topic and all of its WebPages will convey various information related to the dedicated 
topic. A computer called web server (including web server And Database server software) 
is dedicated to host the website. A website can be accessed 24/7 through internet by 
referencing the respective U R L which identifies the website. A website Is more or like a 
book, as by the content of the book we can navigate to the respective pages in the book. 
Likewise, each website definitely has Home Page which is also a webpage and it contains 
various hyperlinks. Through these hyperlinks, we can navigate to the respective webpage. 
A l l publically accessible websites make up the World wide Web and private websites are 
accessible only via Intranet. The website come in many ranges and developed for various 
functionalities. They are: 

• Personal Website 

• Government website 

• E-commerce Website 

• Social Networking Website 

• News and E-learning Website 

• E-governance Website 

On the other hand, web pages are the building blocks of a website and it is written by the 
dedicated markup language H T M L . A protocol named "http" is entirely dedicated to 
interpret and transport the webpage from web server to the web browser. (Karthik, 2018) 

3.1.2 Static and Dynamic 

Nowadays, any websites can be static or dynamic and it is depending on the requirements 
from the users. That's why it is important to understand the difference between mentioned 
types to avoid unnecessary functionalities that will not be used. 

Static 

A static website consists of a fixed number of pre-built files stored on a web server. These 
files are written in H T M L , CSS, and JavaScript, which are called "client-side" languages 
because they run in the user's web browser. When a user requests a page from a server 
using a URL, the server returns the H T M L file specified in the U R L and any 
accompanying CSS and/or JavaScript files. 
During this exchange, the web server does not modify the files before they are sent to the 
user, so the web page will look the same to everyone who requests it. The content is 
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"static" - the only way to change the look and feel of a website is to manually change the 
content of the files 
Most of the benefits of static websites come from their simplicity. Static sites are the 
simplest kind of site that you can create and maintain from scratch. If you want to launch a 
basic website quickly and cheaply, static sites are a good option. With knowledge of 
H T M L and CSS, you can write decent code without much effort or expense. 
Static websites also tend to be faster than dynamic websites on the user side. This is 
because the pages on static websites are already built and require minimal internal 
processing. The server only needs to receive the requested files and deliver them to the 
client. Static websites are also easier to cache due to the lack of content variety. Site speed, 
also referred to as site performance, is critical to a positive user experience and also affects 
search engine ranks. (Jamie Juvile, 2022) 

Dynamic 

Unlike a static website that displays the same content to all visitors in the same format, a 
dynamic website presents different information to different visitors. The content that a 
visitor sees may be determined by several factors such as their location, local time, settings 
and preferences and/or actions they take on the website (such as shopping habits), making 
it more personalized and interactive. 
Dynamic websites make it much easier to update the entire site. Administrators can quickly 
and easily make sweeping changes to their site without having to update the source code 
for every H T M L file. On websites that frequently update content and appearance to keep 
up with their industries, this is a must. 
Finally, dynamic websites are more scalable than static websites because the server does 
not store a fixed number of pages. Instead, the server creates the page when needed (Jamie 
Juvile, 2022) 

3.1.3 Core website design principles 

It is important to understand main principles during the designing any website, otherwise, 
the website will be not "User-friendly", or even not visible in search results what can be a 
huge problem for business. Although there are many principles for designing the right 
website, there are basically four main ones: 

a. Usability 

User interface design involves the examination of who will be using the product 
and how it will be used to support the performance of tasks (Hix & Hartson 1993). 
Activities, such as profiling the user classes that are performed to design user 
interfaces can also be performed during web page design. While web pages may 
seemsimple to develop, a stronger examination of their audience, category, and 
content lends itself to understanding their usability goals. So key activities in the 
design of a web site include: identifying target audiences and classifying them into 
user classes, identifying what type of web site this will be, and determining the 
content of the site and any constraints or boundaries to it. Profiling these user 
classes, selecting a category, and understanding the nature of the content are 
fundamental activities which every web page designer needs to consider. How to 
perform these tasks is less obvious. (Calongne, 2004) 
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b. Accessibility 

Each website should be user-friendly, if in Usability the main idea is content, 
then in Accessibility the main idea is to use content and layout it correctly so 
that it is easy to use. Highlight the main recommendations: 

• Provide appropriate alternative text 

• Ensure links make sense out of context 

• Caption and/or provide transcripts for media 

• Do not rely on color alone to convey meaning 

• Make sure content is clearly written and easy to read 

c. Semantic web 

The Semantic Web is a vision about an extension of the existing World Wide 
Web, which provides software programs with machine-interpretable metadata 
of the published information and data. In other words, we add further data 
descriptors to otherwise existing content and data on the Web. As a result, 
computers are able to make meaningful interpretations similar to the way 
humans process information to achieve their goals. (Jeen Broekstra, 2023) 

d. SEO 

Search engine optimization is a process that make website visible in search 
results of search engine. A higher ranked site gets more visitors in search and 
Internet is a biggest marketing channel. More than 70000 million user's 
searches information on search engine every month. A top rank of site provides 
a great opportunity to reach customers. Specific keywords and back link 
building can be used for search engine optimization. There are two type of 
optimization individual webpages (on-Site) and the whole websites(off-site) 
optimization. Keyword Analysis: keyword must be analyzed for websites when 
optimization process will perform. Some important rules for selection of 
keywords analysis are: - The specific keywords list must be used for analysis of 
keywords. - Use those keywords which takes webpages into first 5 links of 
search results. - Keyword in links must be found on target. Meta tag and content 
of page is very important to search individual webpages. There are many 
keyword analysis tools and site that can help to examine the density of 
keywords. Density of keywords should be in 4-7 to word in 50 words and these 
words used in making individual webpages. Link Forming: After selection of 
keywords concise and famous links should be used for link building as a URL. 
(Tariq Mahmood, 2019) 

3.1.4 Frontend 

The concept of frontend means the development of an interface visible to the user and all 
the functions with which he can interact. In fact, when you go to any site, you see buttons, 
text, various animations and other components there - all this is implemented using the 
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frontend. Three different languages are used to create these elements - H T M L , CSS and 
JavaScript. 

• HTML 

The main tool in this area is the H T M L hypertext markup language. It is needed 
mainly for marking up a document, that is, a page in a browser. With it, the 
developer creates a structure, adds headings, lists, and performs other content 
formatting. 

• CSS 

CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) language is responsible for the appearance of the 
page. With it, you work with colors, fonts and the arrangement of various blocks. In 
simple terms, CSS is used to beautifully design a page and customize its 
appearance after the main structure has been written using H T M L . 

• JavaScript 

With the help of JavaScript, various actions are performed on the page, that is, 
animation and response to user requests are added. For example, the page reacts to 
cursor movement and mouse clicks, changing the behavior of elements in 
accordance with user actions. Thanks to JS, data is sent and received from the 
server without the need to reload the page, which means that some tasks are 
implemented more simply, for example, when it comes to sending and receiving 
messages. 

Frontend is an area in which the developer creates interface elements visible to the user 
and all the functions for interacting with sites and applications. A l l this is closely related to 
the backend, which will be discussed next paragraph. (Morris Fletcher ,2017) 

3.1.5 Backend 

Backend, also known as server-side, refers to the part of a web application or software 
system that is responsible for handling tasks that are not directly visible to the user. This 
includes tasks such as data storage, data processing, server-side logic, and server 
configuration. In the context of web development, the backend typically consists of a 
server, an application or web server (such as Apache or Nginx), and a database. Backend 
developers are responsible for designing and building the server-side of the application, 
which involves writing code in server-side programming languages such as PHP, Python, 
Ruby, Java, or Node.js. The backend also includes APIs (Application Programming 
Interfaces) that allow different parts of the application to communicate with each other, 
and with third-party services such as payment gateways or social media platforms. 

3.1.6 Database 

A database is a collection of organized data that can be easily accessed, managed, and 
updated. It is used to store and organize information in a way that makes it easy to search, 
retrieve, and update when necessary. 

Databases are used in a wide range of applications, from small personal databases to large 
enterprise systems that store and manage vast amounts of data. They can be used to store a 
variety of data types, including text, numbers, images, and multimedia files. 
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There are many types of databases, including relational databases, NoSQL databases, 
object-oriented databases, and hierarchical databases. Relational databases are the most 
common type of database and are based on the relational model, which organizes data into 
tables that are related to each other through common fields. 

Database management systems (DBMS) are used to manage and manipulate data in a 
database. Some popular DBMS include MySQL, Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, and 
MongoDB. 

The design and implementation of a database is an important part of any software project, 
and requires careful planning and consideration of the requirements of the application and 
the data it will be storing. 

3.2 Django 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Django is a high-level Python web framework that allows you to quickly create secure and 
maintainable websites. Built by experienced developers, Django takes most of the hassle 
out of web development so you can focus on writing your web application without having 
to reinvent the wheel. It's free and open source, has a growing and active community, great 
documentation, and plenty of both free and paid support options. (Big Nige, 2016) 

3.2.2 Reason to use Django 

Django is one of many web frameworks available; however, over the last decade, Django 
has distinguished itself as a leading framework for developing scalable, secure and 
maintainable web applications. Django has its rough edges, but its pragmatic approach to 
getting stuff done is where it really stands out from the crowd. (Big Nige, 2016) 

Python 

The framework itself is built on the basis of the Python programming language, which is 
gaining popularity every day, as it is quite easy to learn, has many useful various additional 
libraries that help and facilitate the work with the project, and so on. The language also 
supports asynchrony, which helps to make dynamic sites, which were discussed in the 
previous sections. 

Batteries included 

Django is completely free, and it's also open source; This means that if you have a 
suggestion or change to the framework that you think many people will also find useful, 
you can submit your request or even make changes yourself and make a pull request! With 
the philosophy of having everything work together in this framework, everything runs 
smoothly and follows consistent design principles. This is important because you don't 
have to deal with any part of the configuration; It's all set up for you. Django includes 
access to some popular databases and gives you a secure way to manage accounts and 
passwords. Again, this functionality is out of the box (batteries included!) Of course, this 
functionality will be fully tested and means you will avoid any common security pitfalls 
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such as posting session information (cookie data) in a public place or forgetting the hash 
(scramble and mangle) passwords. 

Sites framework 

Allows you to host multiple sites in one application and share data between them. 

Scalable 
Rapid scaling is part of the framework's philosophy, so the project structure is built around 
applications from the very beginning. They are not attached to anything and can be used in 
different projects (but in practice such a rare thing happens). 
Battle tested 

For testing, there is pytest - convenient, fast and flexible 

Reports 
Django writes very detailed error reports. And although django-debug-toolbar is right next 
to it, which shows everything for your application in general (including database queries 
with timings!) 
Templates 
In Django, a template is a text file that defines the structure and layout of the output that is 
sent to the client's web browser. Templates are used to separate the presentation logic from 
the business logic of an application, which makes it easier to maintain and modify the 
code. 

3.2.3 Architecture 

The architecture in Django is based on the Model-View-Controlled (MVC) software 
architectural pattern, but it has its own extensions and changes which is called to Model-
Template-View (MTV). 

The main differences M V C and M T V : 

Model 
Template 
View 

Model 
View 
Controller 

Models Describes your data 
Views Controls what users sees 
Templates How user sees it 
Controller URL dispatcher 

Figure 1 MTV vs MVC 
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Django's Model layer 

In Django, a model is a class which is used to contain essential fields and methods. Each 
model class maps to a single table in the database. Django Model is a subclass of 
django.db.models.Model and each field of the model class represents a database field 
(column). Django provides us a database-abstraction API which allows us to create, 
retrieve, update and delete a record from the mapped table. Model is defined in Models.py 
file. This file can contain multiple models. (Javapoint, 2021) 

Django's View layer 

A view is a place where we put our business logic of the application. The view is a python 
function which is used to perform some business logic and return a response to the user. 
This response can be the H T M L contents of a Web page, or a redirect, or a 404 error. A l l 
the view function are created inside the views.py file of the Django app. (Dhulam, 2019) 

Django's Template layer 

Django provides a convenient way to generate dynamic H T M L pages by using its template 
system. A template consists of static parts of the desired H T M L output as well as some 
special syntax describing how dynamic content will be inserted. 

3.2.4 ORM 

O R M (Object-Relation Mapping) is a general name for frameworks or libraries that allow 
you to automatically link a database to code. They try to hide the existence of the database 
as much as possible. Instead, the programmer is given the opportunity to operate with data 
in the database through a special interface. Instead of building SQL queries, the 
programmer calls simple methods, and the O R M takes care of the rest of the work. By 
using different methods that's are written by more skilled people it increase the quality of 
the each query. The O R M automatically transfers data from a database, such as 
PostgreeSQL or MySQL, to objects that are used in the application code. Below the 
scheme of O R M : 
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Relational database (such as PostgreSQL or MySQL) 
ID F IERST_NAME L A S T _ N A M E P H O N E 
1 J o h n Connor +16105551234 
2 Matt Makai •••12025555689 
3 Sarah Smi th +19735S54S12 

ORMs povide a bridge between 
ralational database tables, relationships 
and friends and Python objects 

Python objects 

class Person: 

f i rst_name = "John" 

last_name = "Connor" 

p h o n e . n a m b e r = "+1G10SS1234" 

class Person: 

f i rst_name = "Matt" 

last_name = "Makai" 

p h o n e . n a m b e r = "+12025555689" 

class Person: 

f i rst_name = "Sarah" 

last_name = "Smith" 

phone_namber = "4.19735554512" 

Figure 2 Compare the objects in Python and in Relational databases 

Also, O R M allows you to quickly switch between databases with minimal code changes. 
For example, you can use SQLite on a local server and then switch to MySQL on a 
production server. 

Model 

Each object of this class corresponds to one entry in the table. The O R M is responsible for 
converting data into objects and vice versa. The programmer only needs to use the correct 
methods to retrieve objects and modify them. Each object of this class corresponds to one 
entry in the table. The O R M is responsible for converting data into objects and vice versa. 
The programmer only needs to use the correct methods to retrieve objects and modify 
them. 

Query Builder 

(query builder). It's an abstraction over SQL that simplifies query generation. It usually 
looks like a chain of functions, each of which is responsible for a specific part of the SQL, 
for example: ORDER, SELECT or WHERE. 
Django O R M allows you to describe fairly complex queries, and you can solve most of the 
tasks using the Query Builder. However, it is also possible to make requests directly: 
Another responsibility of the O R M is to change the database schema: adding, deleting, and 
modifying tables. This is done, as a rule, not in pure SQL, but with the help of a special 
language. This allows you to work with O R M without being distracted by the specifics of 
specific databases. 
In Django O R M , models are paramount - you change the code and then use tools to bring 
the database schema up to date with the new state of the code. This approach is called 
Code First 
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Migrations 

Any database changes during the life of an application. New tables are added to it, old ones 
are deleted, some are changed. This process never ends. Changes to the database are made 
using the migration mechanism. 
In Django O R M , a migration is a Python module that contains a description of the actions 
that change the database schema. The tutorial project contains an example migration, but if 
you open this file in an editor, the amount of code might confuse you. Fortunately, this 
code is not written by hand - Django generates migrations on its own. Modifying migration 
modules manually is quite rare. 

3.2.5 Forms 

Django's form uses the same techniques, display receives a request, performs the necessary 
actions, including reading data from models, generating and returning an H T M L page 
(from a template, which is passed a context containing the data that will be shown). What 
makes this process more difficult is that the backend needs to further process the data 
provided by the user and, in case of errors, redraw the page again. 
The diagram below shows the process of working with a form in Django, starting with a 
request for the page containing the form (highlighted in green). 

Web browser/user Server 

Send bound form to user 

User populate or 
update form 

Create "unbound' 
default form 

Browser \ 
requests \ 
page with J 

form / 

Yes 

-Page request-

Create form with 
user-data and 

error messages 

No 

Validate data < ^ s ^ ^ ^ i d ^ > 

End Redirect browser 
to success URL 

Perform action on 
(valid) data 

Figure 3 Forms' procedure 

According to this diagram, the main points that Django forms take on are: 

1. Show the form by default on the first request from the user. 
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The form can contain empty fields (for example, if you create a new record in the 
database), or they (fields) can have initial values (for example, if you modify a 
record, or want to fill it with some initial value). 
The form is currently unbound because it is not associated with any user input 
(although it may have initial values). 

2. Getting data from a form (from an H T M L form) on the client side and binding it to 

the form (form class) on the server side. 

Associating data with a form means that the data entered by the user, as well as 
possible errors, when redrawing in the future, will refer specifically to this form, 
and not to any other. 

3. Data cleaning and validation. 

Scouring data is about checking it for possible values, or insertions into input fields 
(that is, sanitizing is about removing bad characters that could potentially be used 
to send malicious content to the server), and then converting the scraped data to 
appropriate Python data types. 
Validation checks whether the field values (for example, the correctness of the 
entered dates, their range, and so on) 

4. If any data is incorrect, then redraw the form, but this time with the data already 

entered by the user and error messages describing the problems encountered. 

5. If all the data is correct, then performing the necessary actions (for example, saving 

data, sending emails, returning a search result, downloading a file, and so on) 

6. When all actions have been successfully completed, then the user is redirected to 

another page. 

3.2.6 User authentication and permissions 

Django comes with a user authentication system. It handles user accounts, groups, 
permissions and user sessions based on cookies 
Django's authentication system handles both authentication and authorization. In short, 
authentication checks if the user is who they say they are, and authorization determines 
what the authenticated user is allowed to do. Here, the term authentication is used to refer 
to both tasks. The authorization system consists of: 

• Users 

• Permissions: Binary (yes/no) flags indicating whether the user can perform a 

particular task. 

• Groups: A general way to apply shortcuts and permissions to multiple users. 

• Customizable password hashing system 

• Forms and browsing tools for user login or content restrictions 
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• Pluggable backend system 

The authentication system in Django tends to be very general and does not provide some of 
the features commonly found in web authentication systems. Solutions to some of these 
common problems have been implemented in third party packages: 

• Password strength check 

• Throttling login attempts 

• Third party authentication (such as OAuth) 

• Object level permissions 

3.2.7 Caching 

A fundamental trade-off in dynamic websites is, well, they're dynamic. Each time a user 
requests a page, the web server makes all sorts of calculations - from database queries to 
template rendering to business logic - to create the page that your site's visitor sees. This is 
a lot more expensive, from a processing-overhead perspective, than your standard read-a-
file-off-the-filesystem server arrangement. 
For most web applications, this overhead isn't a big deal. Most web applications aren't 
washingtonpost.com or slashdot.org; they're small- to medium-sized sites with so-so 
traffic. But for medium- to high-traffic sites, it's essential to cut as much overhead as 
possible. 
That's where caching comes in. 
To cache something is to save the result of an expensive calculation so that you don't have 
to perform the calculation next time. Here's some pseudocode explaining how this would 
work for a dynamically generated web page: 

given a URL, t r y f i n d i n g t h a t page i n the cache 

i f the page i s i n the cache: 

r e t u r n the cached page 

e l s e : 

generate the page 

save the generated page i n the cache ( f o r next time) 

r e t u r n the generated page 

Django comes with a robust cache system that lets you save dynamic pages so they don't 
have to be calculated for each request. For convenience, Django offers different levels of 
cache granularity: You can cache the output of specific views, you can cache only the 
pieces that are difficult to produce, or you can cache your entire site. 
Django also works well with "downstream" caches, such as Squid and browser-based 
caches. These are the types of caches that you don't directly control but to which you can 
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provide hints (via HTTP headers) about which parts of your site should be cached, and 
how. (Holovaty & Kaplan-Moss, 2010). 

3.2.8 Admin panel 

One of the most powerful parts of Django is the automatic admin interface. It reads 
metadata from your models to provide a quick, model-centric interface where trusted users 
can manage content on your site. The admin's recommended use is limited to an 
organization's internal management tool. It's not intended for building your entire front 
end around. 
The admin has many hooks for customization, but beware of trying to use those hooks 
exclusively. If you need to provide a more process-centric interface that abstracts away the 
implementation details of database tables and fields, then it's probably time to write your 
own views. 

3.3 Tools for designing web-development 

Website design requires auxiliary tools that will facilitate the process in the practical part. 
That's why, in this paragraph will be described the Bootstrap framework and the Unified 
Modeling Language their main principles, pros and cons etc. 

3.3.1 UML (tools for designing the website) 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a general-purpose visual modeling language 
that is used to specify, visualize, construct, and document the artifacts of a software 
system. It captures decisions and understanding about systems that must be constructed. It 
is used to understand, design, browse, configure, maintain, and control information about 
such systems. It is intended for use with all development methods, lifecycle stages, 
application domains, and media. The modeling language is intended to unify past 
experience about modeling techniques and to incorporate current software best practices 
into a standard approach. U M L includes semantic concepts, notation, and guidelines. It has 
static, dynamic, environmental, and organizational parts. It is intended to be supported by 
interactive visual modeling tools that have code generators and report writers. The U M L 
specification does not define a standard process but is intended to be useful with an 
iterative development process. It is intended to support most existing object oriented 
development processes. (James Rumbaugh, 1999) 

There are many different diagrams in the U M L , each diagram has its own specific purpose 
and the choice depends on what exactly needs to be described, and so on. In this paragraph, 
only those diagrams that are supposed to be used in practice will be described. 

1. Structural diagram 
a. class diagram 

A class is a diagram element denoting a set of objects that have the same internal structure, 
behavior, and relationships with objects of other classes. The class is shown on the diagram 
as a rectangle divided into three sections: 

1. class name 

2. List of class fields 

3. List of class methods 
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Visibility level: 
1. "+" - open field. Analogue of public in programming languages. Means that the 

field can be accessed from any part of the program. 
2. "-" - closed field. Analogue of private in programming languages. Means that the 

field can only be accessed within the class. 
3. "#" is a protected field. Analogue of protected in programming languages. Means 

that the field can be accessed inside the class and inside derived classes 

Multiplicity 

Multiplicity - an interval that determines the range of the number of elements in the array. 
If the multiplicity is specified for the field, then it should be considered an array. The 
number of elements in such an array will be determined by the specified interval. 
For multiplicity indicate one or two values: 
[m..n] - interval from m to n inclusive (m <= n). Such an entry will mean that the 
collection can store from m to n values, inclusive. 
[n] is an interval that can be considered as an abbreviation for [0..n]. 

Relationships 

1. Association relationship 
An association relation is used to show that there is some relationship between classes (for 
example, between two classes). Usually, using it on a class diagram, they show that one 
class uses the functionality of another class. 

2. Dependency relationship 
A dependency relationship is used to show that changing one class requires changing 
another class. 

3. Inheritance relationship 
An inheritance relation is used to show that one class is the parent (base class or 
superclass) of another class (child, derived class). 

4. Aggregation relationship 
An aggregation relationship between two classes indicates that one of them includes the 
other class as a constituent part. In this case, the class-part can exist separately from the 
class-whole (later we will reveal the meaning of this phrase). 
(Booch, Rumbaugh, & Jacobson, 1999) 

2. behavior diagram 

a. use case diagram 

Use case diagrams describe relationships and dependencies between groups of use cases 
and actors involved in a process. 
It is important to understand that use case diagrams are not meant to represent a design and 
cannot describe the internals of a system. Use case diagrams are intended to facilitate 
interaction with future users of the system, with customers, and are especially useful for 
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determining the necessary characteristics of the system. In other words, use case diagrams 
tell you what the system should do without specifying the methods themselves. 
Actor 
An actor is an external source (not a system element) that interacts with the system through 
a use case. Actors can be real person (for example, user of the system) or other computer 
systems or external events. 
Actors do not represent physical people or systems, but their roles. This means that when a 
person interacts with the system in various ways (assuming different roles), he is displayed 
by several actors. For example, a person who works in the service desk and takes orders 
from customers will appear in the system as a "support member" and "sales member". 
Actors can have two types of use case relationships: 

• Simple association - represented by a line between the actor and the use case (no 

arrow). Reflects the relationship between an actor and a use case. 

• A directed association is the same as a simple association, but indicates that the use 

case is being initialized by an actor. 

(Booch, Rumbaugh, & Jacobson, 1999) 

3.4 ISO/IEC 9126 software quality standards 

The ISO/IEC 9126 standard has been developed to address software quality issues. It 
specifies software product quality characteristics and sub-characteristics and proposes 
metrics for their evaluation. It is generic, and can be applied to any type of software 
product by being tailored to a specific purpose. 
Quality model defines six characteristics which, with minimal duplication, describe the 
quality of the software: 

-functionality (suitability; correctness; interoperability; consistency; security); 

-reliability (stability; resistance to error; recoverability); 

- practicality (understandability; learnability; ease of use); 

-Usability (character of change in time; nature of change of resources); 

-maintainability (analyzability; changeability; stability; testability); 

-portability (adaptability; ease of implementation; conformity; interchangeability). 

These characteristics form the basis for further refinement and software quality 
descriptions. 
(Islam, R., & Khan, M . 2010) 
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4 Practical Part 

4.1 UML diagrams 

4.1.1 Class diagram 
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Figure 4 Class diagram 
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4.1.3 Activity diagram 



4.2 Development process 

4.2.1 Frond-end 

For a designing and creating visible part of the website, will be taken free template and the 
help of the boostrap will be used. Also, some modifications in code will be made by 
H T M L , CSS and JavaScript as the free templates are not always well-written. 

4.2.1.1 Hierarchy of the website 

1 
Website 

1 
f 

* 
f I 
f About :art ! 

• 
Home 

> r 

Mew items [sub-div) Mew items [sub-div) 

• 

Phones (sub-div) M 
Product page 

j j 

f 

>-
Laptops (sub-div) 

>-
Laptops (sub-div) 

->-

Figure 7Hierarchy of the website 

The website includes three main pages and sub-pages. 

• Home page 

The page where all items of the products are located, from this page a customer is 

able to view the items and go to the product's page for more details. 

• About page 

The basic page which include objective of the website. 

• Cart page 

The page includes all selected items from the cart and also there a customer is able 

to create the order. 
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4.2.2 Back-end 

4.2.2.1 Creating the project 

As virtual environment already installed, the project can be created by command "django-
admin startproject website". After the execution of the command, it creates the files in 
structure below: 

V 

V 

WEBSITE [+ O @ ••• 

S website pytl 
v 0 website 

•S* init py Pytht 
*S» asgi.py 
•ft settings.py pyen 

«8» urls.py 
• wsgi.py This 

*S* manage.py • 
• 
• 
• 

Figure 8 Structure of the project at the beginning 

4.2.2.2 Creating the applications 

After defining the classes in section 4.1, they can be applied in the project. By using 
command "$ python manage.py products/orders polls", Django created all neccesseary 
files that are needed for the apps. Below are shown the created structure: 
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v • Main 

) Q migrations 

• init py 

admin py 

• forms.py 

^ models, py 

• urls.py 

views, py 

v Q orders 

> • migrations 

• init py 

• admin py 

• context_processors py 

forms, py 

• models, py 

urls.py 

• views, py 

> Q migrations 

• init py 

• admin, py 

forms, py 

• models, py 

urls.py 

• views, py 
Figure 9 Structure of the apps 

4.2.2.2.1 Products 

Models 

As according to the diagram from the section 4.1, we create parent class Product and two 
childs classes Productlmage and ProductCategory 

U 

U 

u 
u 
u 
u 
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class Product(models.Model): 

name = models.CharField(max_ler,gth=64, blank=True, rull=True, default=None) 

price = models.DecimalField(max_digits=18, decirnal_places=2, defautt=B) 

discount = models.IntegerFieldCdefautt=3) 

category = models.ForeignKeytProductCategory, t)lar,k=True, null=True, default=None^on_detete=models.CASCADE) 

short_description = inodels|.TextFieldCbtanksTrue, mjll=True, defautt=None) 

description = models.TextFieldC lau=True, null=True, defautt=None) 

is_active = models.BooleanField(default=True) 

created = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=TrueJ auto_now=False) 

updated = models.DateTimeField(auto_r,ow_add=False, auto_now=True) 

Figure 10 Class Product 

class Productlmagefmodels.Model): 

product = models.ForeignKeyCProduct, olank=True, null=True J defautt=None, on_delete=models.CASCADE) 

image = models.ImageField(uptoad_to=•products_images/,) 

is_main = models.BooleanField(default=False) 

is_active = models.BooleanField(default=True) 

created = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True, auto_now=False) 

updated = models.DateTineFieLd(auto_noiK_add=False, auto_now=True) 

Figure 11 class Productlmage 

class ProductCategoryfmodels.Model): 

name = models.CharFieldCrnax_length=64J blank=True, null=True, default=None) 

is_active = models.BooleanFieldC efajlt=True) 

Figure 12 Class ProductCategory 

View 

The function below helps to get the product ID and also to request session key 

>f product(request, product_id): 

product = Product.objects.qet(i;=product_id) 

session_hey = request.session.session_ke\ 
. W v V v V v V v v v v v v v v v V v V W v V v V v V 

i f not session_hey: 

request .session . cycle_keyQ 

print(request.session.session_hey) 

return render(request, 'products/product.html', localsQ 

Figure 13 Function for getting product and session key 
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Forms 

Not used for the app. 

URL 

Below code helps to map view and the corresonding URL. As according to the 
documentation all U R L should be mapped. 

urlpatterns = [ 

I 
url(r1Aproduct/(?P<product_id>\w+)/$', views.product, name='product1), 

] 

Figure 14 Mapping of the view and url 

42222 Orders 

Models 

As we defined from the class diagram that we have parent class Product and two sub 
classes ProductlnOrder and ProductlnBasket the below the realization of it. 

"Lass ProductlnOrder (models. Model): 

order = models.ForeignKey(Order, btank=True, nullsTrue, defautt=None, on_deletf=models.CASCADE) 

product = models.ForeignKey(Product, btank=True, null=True J default=None, cn_delete=models.CASCADE) 

nmb = models. IntegerField(default=lJ) 

price_per_item = models.DecimalFiel_d(max_digit5=18, decimal_places=2, default=8) 

total_price = models.DecimalField(max_digits=18, decimal_places=2, defautt=8)#price*nmb 

is_active = models.BooleanField(;lefault=True) 

created = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=TrueJ auto_now=False) 

updated = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=False, auto_now=True) 

Figure 15 Class Product in Order 

class Orderfmodels.Model): 

user = models.ForeignKey(User, blar,k=True, null=TrueJ default=None, on_delete=models.CASCADE) 

total_price = models.DecimalField(max_digits=lB, decimal_places=2, default=Q)B*Djjjlj3^^ 

customer_name = models.CharFieldCraax.lengthsdii, blariksTrue, null=True, defatlt=None) 

customer_emait = models.EmailField(blar,k=True, nuU=True, def ault=Nor,e) 

customer_phone = models.CharFie\d(max_lerigth=48, blarik=True, riuVUTrue, default=None) 

customer_address = models.CharField( iax_length=128, blark=True, mjll=True, default=None) 

comments = models.TextField(blar,k=True, mjll=True, default=None) 

status = models.ForeignKey(Status^on_delete=niodels.CASCADE) 

created = models.DateTimeField(auto_noin_add=True, auto_now=False) 

updated = models.DateTimeField(auto_noiPi_add=False, auto_now=True) 

Figure 16 Class Order 
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Ficlass Status(models.Model): 

name = models.ChapFieldCmax_lengtri=2'il blank=True, mjll=True, default=None) 

is_active = models.BooleanField(default=True) 

created = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True, auto_ncw=False) 

updated = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=False, auto_now=True) 

Figure 17 Class Status 

class Orderedproduct(models.Model): 

order = models.ForeignKeyCOrder, blank=TrueJ nulWrue, defatlt=None, on_delete=nodels.CASCADE) 

product = models.ForeignKey(Product, blank=True, null=True, default=NoneJ on_delete=models.CASCADE) 

nmb = models.IntegerFieldC sfault=l) 

price_per_item = models.DecimalField(max_digits=lB, decimal_places=2, default=Q) 

total_price = models.DecimalField(max_digits=lB, decimal_places=2J default=B)#price*nnib 

is_active = models.BooleanField(default=True) 

created = models.DateTimeFieldCauto_now_add=TrueJ auto_now=False) 

updated = models.DateTimeField(auto_riow_add=False, auto_now=True) 

Figure 18 Class OrderedProduct 

URLS 

The code below helps to map the view and URLs 

url(r" Abasket_adding/$', views.basket_adding, name='basket_adding'), 

url(r" Acheckout/$", views.checkout, name=1 checkout'), 

] 
Figure 19 Mapping view and URL 

Forms 

As for Checkout we need some information from a customer, we created a form to get the 
name and phone, below the code for it. 

Lass CheckoutContactForm(forms.Form): 

name = forms.CharField(nequired=True) 

phone = forijs.CharField(i equired=True) 

Figure 20 Form for checkout 

View 

For creating the business logic for the app two main functions are created. Basket_adding 
is used to put the selected an item into the basket and checkout for creating the order. 
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clef basket_adding(request): 

return_dlct = dictC) 

session_key = request.session.session_key 

print (request.POET) 

data = request.POST 

product_id = data.get("product_id") 

nmb = data.getC'nrnb") 

is_delete = data.get("is_delete") 

i f is_delete == 'true': 

ProductInBasket.objects.fi~lter(id=product_id) .update (is_active=False) 

J else: 

Figure 21 function for adding item into the basek 

clef checkout(request): 
session_key = request, session. session_key 
products_in_basket = ProductlnBasket.objects. f ilter(session_key=session_key, is_active=True, order isnuUl=Tru£j 
pr int(products_in_basket) — 
for item in products_in_basket: — 

printdtem. order) 

| 
Jjirji^jChe^ckoj^ l l 
i f request.POST: 

print(request.POST) 
i f form . i s_va l idO: 

pr intC'yes") 
i i 
Figure 22 function checkout 

4.2.2.2.3 Registration of the apps 

As according to the documentation, all created apps should be registered in the 
settings.py, by adding the names into ISTALLED_APPS. 

INSTALLED_APPS = [ 

•django.contrib.admin", 
1 django.contrib.auth', 

'django.contrib.contenttypes', 
1 django.contrib.sessions', 
1django.contrib.messages', 

'django.contrib.staticfiles', 

"main"( 

"products', 

"orders', 

I 

Figure 23 Registration of the apps 
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4.2.3 Templates 

To store all created H T M L files a folder "templates" is created. It also includes sub-folders 
for H T M L files to have it in good order. 

As Django provides a function that helps to avoid the repeating of the writing code, it was 
decided to create separately H T M L files for footer, navbar and head. 

home.htrnl 

landing.html 
J productJtern.html 

v to orders 
n checkout htm I 

v to products 

r|n product.html 
J base.html 

rjl footer.html 

O H navbar.html 

Figure 24 Structure of the folder Templates 

After creating additional mentioned H T M L files, we can simple include or extend them to 
other pages by command {$ include footer.html $} etc. 

4.2.4 Filling the Database 

After all procedures from the previous sections, we can fill the database by the products. 
Django provides a perfect admin panel where can do it without the writing SQL code, what 
is just need is to creare super user by command it manage.py createsuperuser. After 
creation we need to open admin panel and simply fill the database. 
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Site administration 

AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION 1 

Groups + Add f C h a n g e 

Users + A d d ^ C h a n g e 

ORDERS 

Items in basket + Add f C h a n g e 

Order in baskets + Add f C h a n g e 

Orders + Add f C h a n g e 

Status of the orders + Add f C h a n g e 

P R O D U C T S 

Category of p rod ucts + Add f C h a n g e 

Items + Add f C h a n g e 

Photos + Add f C h a n g e 

Figure 25 Admin Panel 

• Products 

Example of the creation: 

I PHONE 13 PRO MAX25&GB 

Categnry: 

Short description; 

Description: 

• InLího očekávanésestain realitnú aTim Cnnk knnečne predstavilzbru... 

i 

• In Lího nčeldvaně'se stala realitnú aTim Cnnk knnečne predstavil zbrusu nnvý iPhnne 13 Prn Max. Cn fe 
nnvehnT Tak napríklad velknlepý displej" dnstalaž 12DHz nbnnvnvacífrekvencL n 2D lise zmenšil výrez 
prn Face ID a čip Apple AI 5 Binnc npét nemá na trh u zádnnu knnkurenci. A ktnmu feste prnskvelknu 
prnménnu fntnvýbava. kterásice knmpletnézustáVá na 1£Mpx.alevse nstatnľApple mnhutné vylepšil 
včetně stabilizace obrazu pnsuvem snímače. K dispnzci|evtelefnnu Apple iPhnne 13 Prn Mair irnzsřéna 
pndpnra nnčnlhn režimu nebn zcela fascin ufící filmařský režim s automatickým pridaním efektu hlnubky 
nstrnsti dn videa. ̂ mnzrefmnstízListava i pndpnra nblíbenéhn MagSafe příslušenství. 

S leactřťe 

Figure 26 Creating the object 
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After filling all neccesseary information (attributes) for the object and saving it, we 
are able to see all products in the database. 

Select Item to change 

_aptnps Nadupaný gamingnvý nntebnnkseěpičlaji/ým vykaném pre Frncesnr: Intel Care Í7 1 D75DH 3,6 - 5 GHz Operační paměť: 16GB Kapacita: 13BGBTyp O March 11,3D33,3:14 p.m. March 11,3D33,325 p 
vzruJLÍfcíhermzá£itky. Bjadrnvý prncesnr Intel Cnre Í7-1D75DH ulnžiště:33D Barva: Black: Stav: Kategorie A [stav 9/1D) Veliknst LCD: 17.3' Knd značky: 
'2.6GHzJTB5GHz.Hypa-Threíding).16GBRAM DDR4.17.3" N-AWml5R3-N2-911 KZšruks.: 13 měsčii 
SCCHzFlIIHD dieplefilSÍDxIDBD hnrJiJ.SDDnrtE, 1 DDÜeRGB). 
grafika NVIDIA GeForce RTX2C7C EGB, disklEEGBSSD M.2 PCIe 
íilkrWi-FiKíí 6LAK Bluetooth S.3xU3B3.D/3.1/3.£ Geo 1,1x 
USB Tyae-C/Thun neronit 3, HDML miniDisolayPan HD kamera. 
:er-kKy RGB ood-svicenä klávesnice 

Laptops Kvalrtnífiremninotebook kn mn in ujblepn lehnest a bezpečnnete Frocesnr: Intel Cnre i3 Operační paměť: 4 GB Kapacita: 1 TB Typ úložiště: HDD Barva: March 11,3D33,3:13 p.m. March 11,3D33,3:13 p 
mndernímivýknnnými prncesnrya praktekým i funkcemi. 2jadrnvy Silver Stav: Kategnre A (Stav9/1 
prncssnr Intel Cnre Í3-1DD5G1 [1.2GHz,TES.4GHz. značky: DDHV2 Záruka: 12 měsi 
HyperThreading),4GBnperačnípaměti DDR4, grafika IntelUHD 
Graphics. U " Full HD displej", pevný disk 1TB HDD. bez mechaniky, 

• • • •• H I H I . I 
' - IC "I . I- - I . r - I I - I • I- . I .1 I . .. . 

Figure 27 Overview of the database 

• Orders 

The objects will be created automatically after clicking the button „order", only 
what was created is the status of the orders "New", "Processed", "Cancelled", 
"Done". As according to diagram in the section 4.2, an admin needs to update the 
status of the order. 

4.2.5 Static folder 

After creation the H T M L files and Filling the databeses, we need to add styles (CSS) for 
H T M L files, and store somewhere media Files from database, as according to the 
documentaiton, all these files will be stored in static folder. 

to productsjmages 

static dev 

to static_prod 

> to admin 

Figure 28 Structure of Static Folder 

• Sub folder Media 
Includes all media files from Database for products 

• Sub folder static_dev and static_prod 
Include CSS files, media files for H T M L files and JavaScript file. 
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Static folder should be set up, that's why the file settings.py is modified as according 
below: 

STATIC_URL = ' / s t a t i c / 1 

STATICFILES_DIRS = ( 

os.path.join(BASE_DIR, " s t a t i c " , 1 

) 
static_dev"), 

STATIC_R00T = os.path.join(BASE_DIR, "static", "static_prod') 

MEDIA_URL = '/media/' 

MEDIA_R00T = os.path.join(BASE_DIR, "static", "media") 

Figure 29 changes in settings.py 

4.2.6 Testing of the website 

After all procedures, it should be checked If our website works properly,that's why we 
simulate a behavior of the customer that wants to buy something. 

• Selecting the first item and putting into the basket: 

Figure 30 Ordering an item 

Terminal: 
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12/Nar/2023 31:18:07] "GET /product/20/ HTTP/1.1" 200 1045B 

queryDict: { ' p r o d u c t . i ď : [ '20 ' ] , TimD': [ ' l ' ] , 'csrfmiddlenaretoken': [1FoR7WjjI2Hrl/pyGg0kXu7IsZ0qiCnr7vZ0hEqfedN2idUflKnnfviqjiujil9eEHc']}i 

12/Nar/2023 01:10:13] "POST /basket.adding/ HTTP/1.1" 200 129 

Figure 31 response in terminal 

• Selecting the second item 

IP 
Price: 7990.00 

Description 

° ASUSVivoBookS551LB-CJ003H, 1 amount per 

5990.00CZKX 

o IPHONE XR128GB, 2amount per 7990.OOCZKx 

Po všech stránkách brilantní Úplně nový Liquid Retina displej - nejvyspělejšíLCD 

displej na trhu. Ještě rychlejší Face ID. Vůbec nejchytřejšía nejvýkonnějšíčip ve 

smartphonu. A přelomová fotosoustava. iPhoneXR skvěle nejen vypadá. 

Put into the cart 

Figure 320rdering an item 

Terminal: 

[12/Mar/2023 01:10:59] "POST /basket.adding/ HTTP/1.1" 200 207 

<queryDict: { ' p r o d u c t . i ď : [ '14'], 'nub': [•!•], 'csrfmiddleBaretoken': ['xvZoniqS7zVj5uyEqtqnbfUvaEdni3E4R7pVRXLDSUMBAyCUZoYUUqKOt»aU0geL']}> 

Figure 33 Response in Terminal 

• Openning The basket page: 

Items in the cart 
* A S U S V i v o B o o k S 5 5 1 L B - C J 0 0 3 H 1 per 5590.00 CZK 

* IPHONE X F M 28GB 2 per 7990.00 CZK 

Currency: GZK 

Name 

1 J o h n Newman 

Phone number 

| 77737737373| 

Name of an item amount of trie item Price per Item Total price 

A S U S V ivoBook S 5 5 1 L B - C J 0 0 3 H 1 5990.00 5990.00 

IPHONE X R 128GB 2 7990.00 15980.00 

Sum of price: 21970.00 

^ Order J 

Figure 34 Purchasing 
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• Clicking the button Order  

Terminal: 

Figure 35 response in Terminal 

• Checking the order in admin panel 

S e l e c t O r d e r t o c h a n g e 

Action: v Go | Oof 1 selectee 

• ID USER TOTAL PRICE CUSTOMER NAME CUSTOMER EMAIL CUSTOMER PHONE CUSTOMER ADDRESS COMMENTS STATUS CREATED 

• 21 7773773737= 21970.00 John Newman 77737737373 Status New March 12 2023,12:04 a.m 

Figure 36 Created order after simulation 

After simulation the customer's behavior, no issues were found, the items are added into 
the basket, and then after clicking the button information is posted and the order is created. 

4.3 ISO/IEC 9126 software quality standards 

The defined advantages of the framework by using ISO/IEC 9126 software quality 
standards 

Table 1 Evaluationof Django 

Portability • Built-in development server that 

helps to test applications on 

platforms; 

• Flexible and Modular architecture 

that helps to scale applications; 

Functional Suitability • Dynamic pages; 

• Extending and Including H T M L 

files for avoiding repeating of 

writing code; 

• A high number of libraries that can 

be imported for additional 

functionality; 
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• Caching system; 

Reliability • O R M system helps to ensure 

integrity and consistency; 

• Caching system helps that reduce 

loading of webpage and improve 

response; 

• Built-in support for finding errors; 

• Good default security settings; 

Practicality • Built-in admin interface; 

• Powerful O R M system; 

• A good ecosystem; 

• Flexible architecture; 

• Different additional libraries; 

Usability • High level of flexibility; 

• A good documentation; 

• High level of functional 

correctness; 

Maintainability • High level of Modular system that 

makes easy to organize the 

codebase of applications; 

• A good separation of concerns 

between different parts of 

applications; 

• A good built-in testing system that 

makes easy to write automated 

tests; 

4.4 Disadvantages 

After the creation of the website, we found some disadvantages for the framework. 

• Monolithic 
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The architecture M V C makes any project to much monolthic, that's why in some 
cases it was difficult to reach the needs as it was difficult to customize Django. 

• Deploying all components together 

As Django monolithic, all components are deployed together. 

• O R M limitation 

Although, O R M system is user-friendly and easy to use, but it is limited in the 
functions, that's why in some cases we will have to write some SQL queries. 

• High level of Knowledge 

To reach a high level of performance for Django and use all opportunities, a 
developer is demanded to have expertise in web development and database design 
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5 Results and Discussion 

In general Django provides a good built-in development server that can be used to run 
Django applications locally during the development process. This can help to improve the 
portability of Django applications by making it easy to test and develop them on different 
platforms and environments. In addition, Django provides a flexible and modular 
architecture that makes it easy to deploy and scale Django applications in different 
environments. For example, Django applications can be deployed as standalone applications, 
or they can be integrated into larger web application frameworks or microservices 
architectures. 

The degree of the functions provided by Django is stated and implied on a high level. With 
the help of the framework, it was created a dynamic website and the forms that work in 
Django interesting with the help of it; the data was read from the models, and then generating 
H T M L pages were occurred with the necessary data. In case of the sudden closing of the 
page, the information in the cart has not been lost due to the help of Caching. Also, it is 
essential to notice the idea of the admin panel as the centric interface is flexible and easily 
understandable, reducing time for managing the website's content. Also, as Django based on 
python language, that's why it is easy to import some additional libraries that be used in the 
project in the future. The key advantage is its built-in admin interface, which provided a 
powerful and easy-to-use interface for managing the content and data of a web application. 
It includes a powerful O R M (Object-Relational Mapping) system that provides a high-level 
abstraction of the database, making it easy to interact with the database without writing 
complex SQL queries, but due to limitations, for high level queries we still need to use it. 
Overall, Django is a highly usable web framework that provides developers with the tools 
and features they need to build highly usable and user-friendly web applications. Its built-in 
features and functionalities, flexible architecture, and rich ecosystem of third-party packages 
can be a popular choice. 
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6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we can claim that the Django framework is a scalable option for developers 
looking to create an e-commerce website. With built-in different features and a huge 
amount of functionality, including an admin panel or reporting system, Django can make 
easier the development process. 

The main benefit which was found during the practical part of using Django is the Model-
View-Controller (MVC) architecture, which promotes modular, maintainable code by 
separating the presentation layer from the business logic and data models, but also, due to 
this architecture, it makes any project too much monolithic, which brings one additional 
issue, that all components, in this case, are deployed together. Also, using the Admin panel 
makes filling the database much more easier, and we can avoid using SQL language as 
responsibility takes the mentioned built-in system. Only the point is that we should write 
some logic to set up the admin panel. Indeed, Django provides opportunities for creating 
dynamic pages that help us to avoid repeating code and correspond to the needs of e-
commerce websites. 
Following the evaluation of the Django framework using software quality metrics, it can be 
concluded that it performs at a high level across all six characteristics 

As Django based on the python language, that's why a huge amount of third-party 
packages can be imported that can make integration of essential e-commerce components. 

In the end, Django is a top-tier framework for creating e-commerce websites. Although, its 
many advantages, developing an e-commerce site with Django remains a complex 
undertaking that demands expertise in web development and database design. However, it 
is critical to have a comprehensive understanding of its capabilities and limitations before 
commencing such a project. 
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Appendix 

E-commerce website.zip 

Visible part of website 

Phones 

• 
iPhonel4Plus 128GB modrá 

iPhone 14 Plus je k dispozici v 
oblíbené 6,7' velikosti, odolném a el... 

24690.00 CZK 

IPHONE 14128GB 
iPhone 14 je k dispozici v oblíbené 6,1" 

velikosti,odolném a elegant... 

18990.00 CZK 

* a 
IPHONE 12 PRO MAX 128GB 
Den D pro vš ech ny Appl e fa nou š ky j e 
konečně tady. Tim Cook a jeho tým... 

16990.00 CZK 

IPHONE 12 MINI 

Nový iPhone 12 Mini je vybav 
Super Retina XDR displejem 

12990.00 CZK 

Laptops 
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